JUNIOR REALIZES SHE KNOWS NO ONE ON CAMPUSSigh 
By Ms. Wilson ’14

NOT COOL ENOUGH TO STUDY ABROAD DEPT.
(COMMONS) Lizzy Williams ’15 returned to campus last week in a sea of over-enthusiastic students to find she was completely friendless. Her friends had hopped on jet planes to study abroad (and try not to get lung cancer) in China or pursue DC internships at the Center for American Tooth Brushing Policy.

Williams arrived at the realization that she was a loner while moving into her dorm. “I had no one to help cart my shit up three flights of stairs. Real depressing,” she explained.

Williams says her loneliness has only gotten worse over the past week. “My best friend, Tracy, promised to Skype me every day from Tanzania,” she complained. “But she told me she doesn’t have consistent WiFi there. I know that bitch is lying though. She uploaded an entire album of her romping with lions and tigers to Facebook yesterday.”

When asked what she is doing to cope with her newfound loner status, Williams confessed, “At first it was tough. I spent a lot of time wallowing over mint chocolate chip ice cream in Commons. Marge is probably my best friend right now.”

On the weekends, Williams has started hanging out with some of the faculty members. “Those professors get freaky on Friday nights,” she revealed. “When I’m hanging with them, we bust out a bottle of Cristal and Nancy makes it clap. Sometimes Jeanie shows up. She is always a crowd pleaser with her tabletop blackout dance to ‘Get Lucky’ by Daft Punk.”

Williams says she is starting to get used to her new social status. “It’s a little nice because now I don’t have to worry about whether or not I should say hi to someone on Martinis Way.”

COMMONS PUSHES “DATE NIGHT” WITH INTIMATE TABLES FOR TWO
College couples find new outlet for smugness
By Ms. Rice ’15

CHEAPER THAN CHINA SEA DEPT. (THAT ONE TABLE ON THE EAST BALCONY) In a bold move to boost Hamilton students’ romantic morale, Bon Appetit unveiled a new seating plan at its flagship emporium, Soper Commons Café. The redesign features an unavailing array of smaller “tables for two” to replace several of the dining hall’s previous quadrilateral wood-and-Formica continents. Reviews from the Hamilton community earlier this week were mixed, with a large proportion just wanting to know where they could find a goddamn salt shaker.

“I think it’s a great idea,” Oliver Watts ’16 said of the new arrangement, as he and his significant other enjoyed a romantic meal on the east balcony, which commands a breathtaking view of the hilly community. "I spent a lot of time wallowing over mint chocolate chip ice cream in Commons. Marge is probably my best friend right now.”

Dean of Students Nancy Thompson is optimistic about the arrangement’s potential impact on student life. “It’s a wonderful opportunity for intelligent young adults with disposable income to come together and spawn prospective Hamilton students of comparable disposable income,” Dean Thompson said. “Plus, it makes Joanie’s Open Hour look a little less humiliating.”

Some, like Lydia Potter ’15, are not so sure about the changes. “I’m already under a lot of pressure from my parents to graduate with my MRS degree. And seeing all these happy people sharing their blue cake batter ice cream—it’s just too much.”

In this issue: We #14 MoFUCKAZZZ

ZOMBIE PLEDGES TERRORIZE CAMPUS
See “At least these ones will eat something,” pg. 21

HAMILTON “HANGS OUT” FOR GOOGLE STREETVIEW
See “Why would you give us advance warning?” pg. the Wall Street Journal for some reason
By Matthew Beanroot '17

"JC was here every day getting puffy. Maybe, too much. Then again there is no such thing as too much. Baby..."—Room 300, McIntosh, Waffle Square 3 down, 2 to the left.

When I first read these words, they meant little to me—just the inane scribblings of another wannabe playboy. But they echoed through my head the next day. There was something enchanting about the quaint, archaic substitution of dollar signs for S's.

The next morning I spent several hours at ResLife reading up on him, then began to follow JC’s trail through Hamilton. FACT: by his senior year, JC had been inside more than 65% of Hamilton, regardless of gender. Too few for such a stallion. Unfortunately, like most great men of his time, JC met his end at far too young an age. Tragically, he drowned to death in a vat of Keystone Light, searching for the funnel he had dropped.

Contemporary historians who have studied JC’s life (currently I’m the only one, but I am sure there will be others) compare his fate to that of another famous poet who was almost as skilled as JC: Edgar Allan Poe.

Who the fuck are you people and where am I?

Hello, Hamilton students, old and new! What a pleasure to meet so many new faces in this rich tapestry of collegiate activity is a gradual process. Being in such a new environment was a challenge by choice we were all thrilled to take. We get to discover more deeply what composes our personality and ideology in a communal exploration of self. That’s simply magical!

Yet I still feel the urge to scream with tormented fervor to the heavens that I don’t know what composes the character or moral standing of any given person I look at. What is the life and times of JC?

Tracking JC’s progress, I explored his junior year double in Edil. More of my idol’s poetry was proudly displayed here; carved into the plaster of the wall, a technique evocative of that of the ancient Roman poet Catullus. "Roused did it with Esi, gave her the stoker, Ayyy! "Swag."

My next stop was Bundy. The very place where my mentor—so, my prophet—JC had met his end. Pushing my way through the waste deep detritus mound (a festively colorful mix of crushed Bud Lite Lime cans, lost clothing, and dried vomit), I was amazed to find that the vat in which he drowned himself perished remained. Peering within, I noticed faint scratching on the side. Well weathered, the original text was barely readable. However, a scholar is always prepared and I was able to recover a readable rubbing of the writing. "Alwayswanted to dream in pussy, but Stone is pretty sick too. The harder they ball the harder they fall."

Goodnight, sweet prince. JC was truly a Renaissance man. He will go down in the history books. In his honor, I intend to change my major. Tomorrow I’ll be starting my English studies, with a focus on frat-lit.

Found crumpled up in a ball by Mr. Herndon ‘17

ignore these questions or do they answer themselves?

Adjusting to life on campus and finding our respective places in this rich tapestry of collegiate activity is a gradual process. Being in such a new environment was a challenge by choice we were all thrilled to take. We get to discover more deeply what composes our personality and ideology in a communal exploration of self. That’s simply magical!

Yet I still feel the urge to scream with tormented fervor to the heavens that I don’t know what composes the character or moral standing of any given person I look at. What is the fuck that is?

Hamilton’s location in the snug town of Clinton makes it ideal for absorbing the sleepy, peaceful hustling and bustling of a small town against the backdrop of a vibrant, raucous campus scene. I think. I really don’t know what’s going on.

Stolen by Mr. Ballmer ’17

SCOTCH OR FONT?

Pick which are of your daddy’s single malts and which are commercial fonts!


Just One of Those Days

A CRY FOR DISCRIMINATION

Dear Journal,

I know this a weird thing to complain about, but I’m tired of being accepted for who I am. This week was the last straw.

On Monday I was a little upset about a bad grade, so when I got out of class, I kicked over a trashcan. Some kid shouted, “Way to fight the power man!” and the next thing I know, I’m hoisted up in the air by a few people and they start chanting my name.

When that was all over, I went to Commons and started setting piles of napkins on fire. At first people were shocked, but soon enough I had a crowd. People saw the balls of fire on my table and began chanting “Juggler!” as if I was putting on a show. Last time I checked, juggling, even with fire, was fucking lame.

Pissed off, I started drinking in KJ. “He’s so brave,” I kept hearing as students and faculty walked by, which only made me drink faster. By the time I left KJ I was sufficiently wasted and there was a candlelight vigil going on. I’m not proud of it but I crashed the vigil. I screamed KORN lyrics at the top of my lungs and tackled anyone with a candle.

The next day, the Spectator proclaimed me the ‘Most Passionate Student of The Week’ and praised me for making the vigil so memorable. JESUS! Since then, I’ve committed hate crimes (received a medal) and even started wearing Heelys (now Hamilton’s favorite form of transportation). Is a little intolerance at a liberal arts college too much to ask for?

Sincerely,

Julian Marvel ’16
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Complaints?

Recipes?
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